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ABSTRACT: The process of postcondensation for the
functionalization of mesoporous silica is based on the
cooperation between the end-on growth of arrays of silica
nanochannels and the steric hindrance of the functional
silanes (R-silanes). To obtain particles with differently
functionalized surfaces (thiol and amino groups), the delayed
addition of another R-silane was introduced. This tandem
postcondensation approach allows for three selective
functionalization strategies, depending on the mobility and
the steric hindrance of the R-silanes. Following these one-pot
synthesis strategies, functional groups can be placed
independently on the pore entrances and on the internal
surface of the mesoporous silica particles. Confocal laser scanning microscopy was used to image the functional group
distribution after selective coupling with a fluorescent dye. Nitrogen sorption measurements were conducted to confirm the
well-defined mesoporosity of the functionalized products.

■ INTRODUCTION

Synthesis, customization, and application of mesoporous silica
materials has been a topic of interest since their discovery in
1992.1 The scientific ubiquity of these materials is due to the
convenient particle design in terms of size, morphology, and
functionalization. Morphology and size are well-studied
aspects, particularly in view of potential applications in the
field of drug delivery, where these two parameters determine
the biodistribution of the particles.2,3

A key characteristic of mesoporous silica materials is the
possibility to functionalize the surfaces with a wide variety of
organic compounds.4 The introduction of active moieties leads
to versatile and unique functional particles. A wide array of
applications is possible with these functional mesoporous
materials such as drug delivery,5−7 catalysis,8 sensing,9−11

adsorption,12,13 and chromatography.14 Postsynthetic treat-
ments15,16 and co-condensation15−17 are the approaches
generally used for achieving surface functionalization. Recently,
alternative methods have been proposed to obtain a specific
localization of the functional moieties. Core−shell mesoporous
silica nanoparticles were obtained via a modified co-
condensation process, adding the functional silanes (R-silanes)
consecutively at the beginning (core) and during the reaction
(shell).18 Postcondensation of arrays of silica nanochannels
(ASNCs)19 allows for the functionalization of different particle
surfaces in a one-pot reaction preserving the characteristic
hexagonal morphology and the porous properties of the
material. ASNCs are hexagonal prismatic mesoporous silica
particles (Figure 1) characterized by a one-dimensional
channel system with three inherently different surface regions:

pore entrances (hexagonal faces), external surfaces (rectangular
faces), and internal surfaces (cylindrical pores).19

It is instructive to compare ASNCs to hexagonal zeolites
with one-dimensional channel systems, such as zeolite L. The
latter can be considered the microporous crystalline counter-
part of ASNCs. The selective functionalization of the pore
entrances of zeolite L has been achieved postsynthetically by
means of so-called stopcock molecules, which effectively seal
the zeolite channels.20,21 The resulting materials are of interest
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Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of ASNCs and
confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) image showing an
optical slice through the center of a bifunctionalized particle. The
functionalized areas are pore entrances (red), internal (pore) surface
(green), and the region between the internal surface and the pore
entrances (yellow). The depicted sample features rhodamine-labeled
amino groups at the pore entrances and uniformly distributed
fluorescein-labeled thiol groups.
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for the development of photonic devices.22,23 However,
because of the much larger pore size, the stopcock approach
employed for zeolites cannot be readily adopted for
mesoporous materials.
In contrast to spherical particles, where the growth is

isotropic, ASNCs exhibit anisotropic growth. The predominant
process in the growth of ASNCs occurs end-on, that is, at the
pore entrances. Side-on growth is slower and increases the
particle diameter.24 The postcondensation strategy is based on
the interplay between the end-on growth and the steric
hindrance of the added R-silanes.19 These two effects were
used as driving forces to achieve a selective surface
functionalization. The process of postcondensation was further
developed to obtain multifunctionalized ASNCs. This
advanced method, which we have termed tandem post-
condensation, is based on the addition of different R-silanes
(Figure 2) at two separate times during the ASNCs synthesis.

The distribution of the functional groups was analyzed by
means of CLSM after selective coupling between the functional
moieties and fluorescent dyes.19,25

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, >

96%), calcium chloride (CaCl2, ≥ 97%), concentrated hydrochloric
acid (HCl, 37%), ammonium nitrate (≥98%), tetraethoxysilane
(TEOS, 99.999%), 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS, 99%),
N1-(3-trimethoxysilylpropyl)diethylenetriamine (TMPTA, technical
grade), 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS, 95%), fluores-
cein isothiocyanate (FITC, isomer I, ≥ 90%), fluorescein diacetate 5-
maleimide (Fd5M, suitable for fluorescence), rhodamine B iso-
thiocyanate (RhITC, mixed isomers), and the solvents ethanol (pure,
≥ 99.8%), acetone (≥99.5%), and dimethylformamide (DMF,
anhydrous, 99.8%) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.
Recrystallization of CTAB. Impurities in CTAB can affect the

uniformity of the hexagonal prismatic morphology of the ASNCs. To

ensure maximum reproducibility, recrystallization of CTAB is
recommended. CTAB was recrystallized by dispersing an amount of
15 g in acetone (90 mL). The dispersion was heated to 50 °C under
stirring and ethanol (30 mL) was added. After a few minutes, the clear
solution was cooled to room temperature. After 1 h the precipitate
was filtered and washed with acetone (30 mL) and the powder was
dried in an oven at 80 °C.

Synthesis of Dye Silanes. The isothiocyanate dye (0.009 mmol,
FITC or RhITC) was dissolved in ethanol (1 mL) and stirred for 5
min. APTMS (0.09 mmol) was added under stirring. The solution
was degassed under vacuum, flushed with nitrogen several times, and
kept under inert conditions. After they were stirred for 16 h at room
temperature, the dye silane (A-Fluo and A-Rhod) solutions were used
for the postcondensation reactions.

Synthesis of Functionalized ASNCs by Postcondensation
and Tandem Postcondensation. Recrystallized CTAB (4.0 g, 11
mmol) and CaCl2 (1.50 g, 13.5 mmol) were dissolved in a mixture of
distilled H2O (82 mL, 4.6 mol) and concentrated HCl (37%, 52 mL,
0.63 mol) by stirring for 15 min in a polypropylene beaker. The
solution was subsequently cooled in an ice bath for 15 min under
quiescent conditions, followed by the slow addition of cold TEOS
(2.0 mL, 9 mmol) and further stirring for 30 s. The resulting mixture
was kept at 0 °C under quiescent conditions for 3 h. After this period,
the solution was stirred for 1 min while adding the R-silane or dye
silane (first addition) and subsequently kept at 0 °C under quiescent
conditions for 1 h. For tandem reactions the addition was repeated
using a different functional silane (stirring for 1 min, adding the
second R-silane or dye silane, and keeping the temperature at 0 °C for
1 h). The product was filtered and dried at 80 °C.

The amount of R-silane was calculated using an R-silane/TEOS
molar ratio of 0.10 while the dye silane amount was calculated using a
dye silane/TEOS molar ratio of 0.01.

For removal of the structure-directing agent, the product was first
heated to 150 °C for 15 h (rate 1 °C min−1) and then extracted by
stirring 200 mg of the product in an ethanolic solution of ammonium
nitrate (30 mL, 0.05 M) at 60 °C for 15 min, followed by
centrifugation. After this extraction step was repeated twice, the
product was washed with ethanol (30 mL) and dried at 80 °C
overnight.

Fluorescent Labeling. The thiol-functionalized ASNCs were
labeled by dispersing the dry powder (50 mg) in DMF (10 mL) and
by adding Fd5M (3 mg). The dispersion was stirred overnight at
room temperature, centrifuged, and washed once with DMF (10 mL)
and twice with ethanol (20 mL). The samples were dried at 80 °C.
The amino-functionalized ASNCs were labeled by dispersing the dry
powder (50 mg) in absolute ethanol (10 mL) and by adding RhITC
(3 mg). The dispersion was stirred overnight at room temperature,
centrifuged, and washed with absolute ethanol until the washing
solution became colorless. The samples were dried at 80 °C.
Multifunctional ASNCs, containing both thiol and amino groups,
were first coupled with Fd5M and subsequently with RhITC. This
sequence was followed to prevent the nonselective coupling of the
isothiocyanate dye. RhITC and Fd5M did not bind to pristine
ASNCs.

The samples for CLSM were prepared by dispersing the labeled
ASNCs (approximatively 1 mg) in ethanol (1 mL) and sonicating for
5 min. The dispersion was dropped on a microscope slide and dried in
an oven at 80 °C.

Characterization. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
were obtained with a FEI Quanta FEG 250. CLSM was performed
with an Olympus BX60 microscope equipped with a FluoView FV300
confocal unit and excitation at 488.0 and 543.5 nm (detection at λ <
530 nm for fluorescein and at λ > 570 nm for rhodamine). Nitrogen
sorption isotherms (55 measurement points for adsorption and 40
points for desorption) were measured at 77 K with a Quantachrome
Autosorb iQ MP. Pore size distributions and average pore diameters
(dBJH and dNLDFT) were calculated by the BJH method26 and by
nonlocal density functional theory (NLDFT, silica with cylindrical
pores, ASiQwin, version 3.01).26,27 Surface areas SBET were
determined by multipoint BET.28 Total pore volumes Vtot were

Figure 2. Structures and abbreviations of R-silanes (top three) and
dye silanes (R′ = COOH).
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derived from the amount of adsorbed nitrogen at a relative pressure of
p/p0 = 0.95. Adsorption isotherms were used for all calculations.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Postcondensation with Bulky and Nonbulky Func-

tional Silanes. In postcondensation, the steric hindrance of
the functional silane and the anisotropic particle growth
contribute to the selective surface functionalization.19 To
obtain additional information regarding the factors governing
the distribution of the moieties on the particle surfaces, various
functional silanes were used (Figure 2). The CLSM images of
the postcondensed samples are reported in Figure 3. The

images represent the functional group distribution through an
interior plane of the particle after dye coupling (RhITC for the
samples prepared with APTMS or TMPTA, and Fd5M for the
sample prepared with MPTMS). For the precoupled dye
silanes (A-Fluo and A-Rhod) no further labeling step was
necessary.
The CLSM images show two distinct trends regarding the

functional group distribution. A uniform particle functionaliza-
tion was obtained with the nonbulky APTMS and MPTMS
because of their high mobility. The bulky TMPTA, A-Fluo,

and A-Rhod, on the other hand, accumulated at the pore
entrances as a consequence of the steric hindrance and
preferential end-on growth. In contrast to the postsynthetic
treatment of ASNCs with bulky alkoxysilanes, where the
functionalization of the external surface is homogeneous,25

postcondensation yields particles with only a negligible degree
of lateral surface functionalization. This can be attributed to
the comparatively slow side-on growth of the ASNCs.

Synthetic Strategies for Multifunctional Particles:
Tandem Postcondensation. The basic principle of the
postcondensation process is the addition of a functional silane
after the characteristic particle morphology of the ASNCs is
obtained. The anisotropic particle growth and the steric
hindrance of the functional silane are the driving forces leading
to a selective surface functionalization.19 Tandem postconden-
sation employs a delayed secondary addition of a further
functional silane. The particles thus obtained contain multiple
moieties localized on different particle surface regions. The
general scheme of tandem postcondensation and strategies
using the consecutive addition of bulky and nonbulky
functional silanes are reported in Figure 4. APTMS and
MPTMS are thereby classified as nonbulky silanes because of
their high mobility and their ability to uniformly functionalize
the ASNCs. TMPTA and the dye silanes, A-Fluo and A-Rhod,
are bulky silanes because of their tendency to postcondense on
the hexagonal faces of the ASNCs. The samples are designated
according to the sequence by which the silanes have been
added to the reaction, for example, APTMS_MPTMS for a
sample prepared by first adding APTMS and then MPTMS.

Tandem Postcondensation with Nonbulky Silanes
(Case I). CLSM images of experiments conducted with
APTMS and MPTMS are reported in Figure 5. As expected,
the ASNCs were uniformly functionalized by the first silane as
shown in panels B for APTMS_MPTMS (Figure 5, rhodamine
coupled to amino groups) and in panels A for
MPTMS_APTMS (Figure 5, fluorescein coupled to thiol
groups). This uniform initial functional group distribution led
to a localized condensation of the second silane, which
accumulated at the pore entrances. These results are visible in
Figure 5, panels A for APTMS_MPTMS (fluorescein coupled

Figure 3. CLSM images of functionalized ASNCs synthesized by
postcondensation before (top) and after (bottom) extraction of the
structure-directing agent. The samples prepared with APTMS and
TMPTA were coupled with RhITC (excitation at 543.5 nm), while
the sample prepared with MPTMS was coupled with Fd5M
(excitation at 488.0 nm). Representative optical slices in the middle
of the particles were selected.

Figure 4. Reaction scheme of tandem postcondensation and selective functionalization strategies. When the ASNCs reach their typical hexagonal
prismatic shape (3 h after the TEOS addition), the first functional silane is added (first silane). After a short period of reaction (1 h), addition of the
second functional silane follows (second silane). The colored areas represent the different silanes and their corresponding location in the pores.
The first silane is displayed in orange, while the second silane is blue. Overlapping functionalization is represented by the yellow regions. The
outcome of the reaction in terms of the functional group distribution depends on the two types of silanes: case I was obtained when the first silane
was nonbulky (APTMS or MPTMS). Case II was observed when the first silane was bulky (TMPTA). The reaction system with A-Fluo and A-
Rhod also resulted in a case II distribution irrespective of the addition sequence.
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to thiol groups) and panels B for MPTMS_APTMS (rhod-
amine coupled to amino groups). Panels C of Figure 5 show
the results obtained upon irradiating the samples with the
fluorescein excitation wavelength (488.0 nm) and observing in
the rhodamine fluorescence range. The fluorescent areas
represent the energy transfer between fluorescein and rhod-
amine, indicating regions in the particles where both
fluorescent labels, and therefore thiol and amino groups, are
present. To obtain a general view of the differently function-
alized surfaces, CLSM images with both excitation wavelengths
and both observation ranges were acquired and the results are
reported in panels D. In these images, the yellow-orange color
is due to the overlapping fluorescein and rhodamine emission.
This bifunctionalized area indicates that the second silane
penetrates to a certain degree into the nanochannels and reacts
with the available silanol groups. This is particularly well visible
in the image of as-synthesized MPTMS_APTMS, where the
differently colored areas are clearly separated.
Tandem Postcondensation with Mixed Bulky and

Nonbulky Silanes (Cases I and II). The results of tandem
postcondensation with silanes having different degrees of steric
hindrance are reported in Figure 6. Classification according to
the synthetic strategies shown in Figure 4 depends on the
addition sequence. In experiments where the bulky amino-
silane TMPTA was added before the nonbulky MPTMS,
TMPTA accumulated at the pore entrances according to case
II (Figure 6, top, panels B). Panels A in Figure 6 show that the
subsequently added MPTMS produced a uniform functional-
ization with thiol groups. This indicates that the internal

surface remains accessible even after functionalization of the
pore entrances with TMPTA. Similar results were obtained
upon changing the sequence of silane addition (Figure 6,
bottom); that is, the amino groups are located at the pore
entrances, while the thiol groups mainly occupy pore surface
sites. Note that the addition of MPTMS followed by TMPTA
corresponds to case I: the initially added MPTMS produced a
uniform distribution, whereas the subsequently added TMPTA
functionalized the pore entrances.

Tandem Postcondensation with Bulky Silanes (Case
II). To obtain more information about the accessibility of the
nanochannels, A-Fluo and A-Rhod were used in a tandem
postcondensation reaction. The CLSM images of the
bifunctionalized products are reported in Figure 7. The first
dye silane condensed preferentially at the pore entrances, while
the subsequently added dye silane reacted with the non-
functionalized pore surface. These results establish that the
bulky silanes located at the nanochannel entrances are not a
limiting factor for further internal functionalization. It can be
assumed that, during the addition of the first silane, silicate
residues in the reaction mixture assist end-on growth because
of the ongoing condensation and cross-linking. Therefore, the
first dye silane preferentially accumulates at the pore entrances.
The question remains why the second dye silane is able to
react with pore surface sites to create a seemingly uniform
distribution despite being bulky. Reaction at the pore entrances
requires silane cross-linking and a sufficient amount of small
residual silicate species to promote end-on growth. At the time
of the addition of the second silane, end-on growth has slowed

Figure 5. CLSM images of ASNCs prepared by tandem
postcondensation. Top: APTMS and subsequent addition of
MPTMS. Bottom: MPTMS and subsequent addition of APTMS.
Excitation at 488.0 nm and observation of fluorescein fluorescence
(panels A), excitation at 543.5 nm and observation of rhodamine
fluorescence (panels B), excitation at 488.0 nm and observation of
rhodamine fluorescence (panels C), and excitation at 488.0 and 543.5
nm with observation of both fluorescein and rhodamine fluorescence
(panels D). Representative optical slices in the middle of the particles
were selected.

Figure 6. CLSM images of ASNCs prepared by tandem
postcondensation. Top: TMPTA and subsequent addition of
MPTMS. Bottom: MPTMS and subsequent addition of TMPTA.
Excitation at 488.0 nm and observation of fluorescein fluorescence
(panels A), excitation at 543.5 nm and observation of rhodamine
fluorescence (panels B), excitation at 488.0 nm and observation of
rhodamine fluorescence (panels C), and excitation at 488.0 and 543.5
nm with observation of both fluorescein and rhodamine fluorescence
(panels D). Representative optical slices in the middle of the particles
were selected.
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down because of the depletion of the residual silicate species.
Furthermore, dye silane cross-linking is comparatively
inefficient because of steric hindrance. Combining these effects
with the abundance of silanol groups on the yet non-
functionalized internal surface ultimately leads to the reaction
of the second dye silane with the pore surface silanols.
Porous Properties. Postcondensation and tandem post-

condensation methods generally do not cause a significant
variation of the porosity compared to a pristine material
prepared without the addition of functional silanes.19 Figure 8
reports the nitrogen sorption isotherms of extracted samples
and the respective pore size distributions (PSD) calculated
with the BJH and NLDFT methods.26 The textural properties
of the functionalized ASNCs are summarized in Table 1. The
reversible Type IVb isotherms are characteristic of ASNCs.24

The pore condensation step typically occurs at a relative
pressure (p/p0) between 0.27 and 0.37. It should be noted in
this context that the NLDFT method uses a kernel that is not
strictly valid for organo-functionalized silica surfaces, whereas
the BJH method generally underestimates the absolute pore
size values when the mesopores are smaller than 10 nm.26

Irrespective of the method used for calculating the PSD, the
properties of the functionalized ASNCs (including BET surface
area and pore volume) show a slight variation from batch to
batch.19,25,29 For this reason, the pore size differences between
ASNCs postcondensed with R-silanes and ASNCs postcon-
densed with dye silanes can be attributed partially to the lower
dye silane/TEOS ratio employed in the tandem postconden-
sation with dye silanes. Furthermore, the lower pore volume of

the samples prepared with MPTMS or with MPTMS as the
first added silane is indicative of the high degree of pore surface
functionalization with thiol groups.
The large surface area and the large pore volume of

multifunctionalized ASNCs are evidence that the particles
preserve their characteristic mesoporosity after the tandem
postcondensation process. During the formation of the
ASNCs, the structure-directing agent promotes the silica
growth, creating an ordered mesoporous system.29−31 After the
first addition (postcondensation) the functional silanes
condense uniformly on the surfaces (case I) or continue to

Figure 7. CLSM images of ASNCs prepared by tandem
postcondensation. Top: A-Fluo and subsequent addition of A-Rhod.
Bottom: A-Rhod and subsequent addition of A-Fluo. Excitation at
488.0 nm and observation of fluorescein fluorescence (panels A),
excitation at 543.5 nm and observation of rhodamine fluorescence
(panels B), excitation at 488.0 nm and observation of rhodamine
fluorescence (panels C), and excitation at 488.0 and 543.5 nm with
observation of both fluorescein and rhodamine fluorescence (panels
D). Representative optical slices in the middle of the particles were
selected.

Figure 8. Left: nitrogen sorption isotherms. Right: corresponding
pore size distributions (normalized to the same height) obtained with
the BJH method (dotted lines) and with the NLDFT method (solid
lines). Data of a pristine sample of ASNCs (prepared without the
addition of functional silanes) are shown for comparison.

Table 1. Textural Properties of Extracted Samples (Average
Pore Diameter Calculated by NLDFT (dNLDFT) and BJH
(dBJH), Total Pore Volume (Vtot), BET Surface Area (SBET))

dNLDFT
(nm)

dBJH
(nm)

Vtot (cm
3

g−1)
SBET (m2

g−1)

ASNCs pristine 3.9 2.8 1.15 1325
MPTMS 3.7 2.5 0.76 1042
TMPTA_MPTMS 3.7 2.5 0.91 1230
MPTMS_TMPTA 3.7 2.5 0.80 1120
APTMS_MPTMS 3.7 2.5 0.95 1093
MPTMS_APTMS 3.7 2.5 0.79 1285
A-Fluo 3.9 2.8 1.11 1270
A-Rhod 3.9 2.7 1.00 1212
A-Fluo_A-Rhod 3.9 2.8 1.16 1335
A-Rhod_A-Fluo 3.8 2.7 1.05 1277
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build the framework, particularly at the pore entrances via end-
on growth (case II). The structure-directing agent limits the
efficient migration of the silanes into the channels, but it still
allows the formation of a functional pore surface layer, thereby
slightly decreasing the pore diameter (Figure 8). On the
external surface, in particular at the nanochannel entrances, the
functional silane and the silicate residues condense around the
structure-directing agent. This creates an organo-functionalized
ordered framework similar to the framework obtained in a
conventional co-condensation process15,16 and in agreement
with the reversible nitrogen sorption isotherms. Any
subsequently added silane reacts with the available silanol
groups. These sites are mainly located at the pore entrances if
the pore surface is already functionalized to a high degree (case
I) or on the pore surface if the entrances have been
functionalized during the first step of the tandem post-
condensation (case II).

■ CONCLUSIONS

Postcondensation is a novel pathway to synthesize functional
mesoporous silica particles through a one-pot reaction. The
steric hindrance and the mobility of the functional silanes,
supported by the end-on particle growth, were used as driving
forces to functionalize the different surface regions of ASNCs.
To achieve multifunctionalized particles, a one-pot tandem
postcondensation method was developed. The nanochannel
entrances and the internal surfaces were selectively function-
alized with amino and thiol groups, preserving the character-
istic mesoporosity and hexagonal prismatic morphology of the
ASNCs. The selective customization of different particle
surface regions opens possibilities for the creation of a versatile
platform. Applications based on the coupling of the surface-
bound functional groups with active molecules can be
envisaged.32 Stimuli-responsive gates7,9,33,34 or target anchor-
ing sites18,33,35 can be selectively attached to the pore
entrances. The pore surface can be customized independently
to increase the capacity for storing guest species, to promote
catalytic reactions, or to selectively detect a target substance.
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